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 2016: first URBASTYLE benches installed in the USA!
 Several LED-Line benches equip now the world capital of country musicLED-LINE BENCHES

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE (USA)
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 Global project
 Ouver tura bench
 Special design pavement

Global project of pavement, steps and concrete street furniture for the surroundings of Spinnaker Tower and 
VUE shopping center in Por tsmouth (UK)

SPINNAKER TOWER PLAZA
PORTSMOUTH (UK)
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HOF TEN ROZEN
AALST (BE)

In Aalst, several green areas are defined by long concrete benches of variable widths. You can find also 
a reflection pool with concrete borders and our famous barbecue Butch.
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WARANDEPARK
AALTER (BE)

Custom white concrete benches and slabs create a park  
where everybody can find his or her own place.
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DESIGN: ARTER
A great outdoor bench for kids to play in this passive schoolTREFLES SCHOOL

ANDERLECHT (BE)
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Production of benches, steps, slabs, wall panels for the new Campus KDG School in Antwerp.

KDG HOGESCHOOL CAMPUS ZUID
ANTWERPEN (BE)
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DESIGN: ARCHITECTURE: BURO II & ARCHI+I
The passive building Hardenvoort children school and campus has received the prestigious Buildings 
Award 2015 in Precast category

We are proud of this award recognizing also our contribution to this building.

HARDENVOORT
ANTWERPEN (BE)
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Some LED-Line benches for this high level A grade baccalaureate school in Oxford provide a wonder ful 
atmosphere.ST-CLARES COLLEGE, PAMELA MORRIS BUILDING

OXFORD (UK)
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A beautiful In and Out bench under canopy, designed by Lucile Soufflet, has been setup at King’s 
College Residence in London.
When smart design is there to inspire smart people...
In the students of King’s college, you find several Nobel prizes and famous people like Desmond Tutu or 
Peter Higgs (famous Higgs boson)

KING’S COLLEGE RESIDENCE
LONDON (UK)
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More than 550 linear meters of beautiful “Centenaire” bench are now installed in Dubai for a private 
building complex in dif ferent shape and sizes. The color is “sandstone” and the finish is shotblast.

Project: Al Wasl, Muhaisnah, Dubai
Contractor: Proscape
Consultant: Verdaus

550 CENTENAIRE BENCH
DUBAI (UAE)
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Several benches and large planters have been produced for the new Psychiatric center of Antwerp.

FORENSISCH PSYCHIATRISCH CENTRUM 
ANTWERPEN (BE)
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Very enjoyable spaces have been designed with seatings and benches creating large size planters.

HAANTJESLEI
ANTWERPEN (BE)
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We produced “Circular” benches for Ulriksdalsskolan square in Solna, near Stockholm, Sweden.

ULRIKSDALSSKOLAN
SOLNA (SE)
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 Bench Cityscape
 Bench Sof t Seat
 Seat Eco

PARQUE MIGUEL DELIBES
MIRANDA DE EBRO (ES)
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 Benches
 Planters

Benches act as well as planters and provide rest, comfor t, safety and a flow organization for the 
amazing NS railway Central Station of Rotterdam.

CENTRAAL STATIONSPLEIN
ROTTERDAM (NL)
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CEMETERY SCHOONSELHOF
ANTWERPEN (BE)

We also produce custom columbarium elements for cemeteries
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Antwerp’s oldest pool built in 1933 in ar t deco style. Probably one of the most beautiful swimming pool 
of its style in Belgium.
URBASTYLE produced the yellow benches on the side of the pool for the renovation.

VELDSTRAAT SWIMMING POOL
ANTWERPEN (BE)
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 Custom slabs and benches

For the new Calypso buildings in trendy Rotterdam center, there was need for a pathway to ease the 
pedestrian traf fic. The pathway and the benches have been made with a custom mix of red and dark 
stones in white cement.
We looove the innovative and creative architectural spirit of Rotterdam!

CALYPSO
ROTTERDAM (NL)
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 Long technical element in architectural concrete

URBASTYLE has produced technical retaining walls for Boompjeskade in Rotterdam.

Previously, URBASTYLE delivered benches, borders to create planters.

BOOMPJESKADE
ROTTERDAM (NL)
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Replacement of wall panels, window sills.

VENEZUELASTRAAT
ANTWERPEN (BE)
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We produced the steps and ramps to access the renovated Queen Elisabeth Par ty Hall from the Zoo side.
This place is the new venue for prestigious concer ts in Antwerp.ZOO - QUEEN ELISABETH PARTY HALL

ANTWERP (BE)
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 Europapark Station elected the most beautiful building of 2013 during the annual Day of  
 Architecture in the Netherlands

 Stairs
 Protection walls
 Plat form copings

URBASTYLE produced the stairs with the colour dif ference for people with eyesight problems for the NS 
railway station of Groningen Europapark.

NS STATION EUROPAPARK
GRONINGEN (NL)
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Kids have designed figures for the wall. We have engraved them deeply and painted them.

Also several Sof t Seat benches designed by Roel Vandebeek are placed all around the school.
KIDS WALL & SOFT SEAT
HEERLEN (NL)
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 Planters
 Benches

Circular planters also ser ving as benches (or the opposite) create a very beautiful landscape inviting to 
take the train in this brand new station and railway line or wait for your lif t with pleasure.

RAILWAY STATION PLAZA
DRONTEN (NL)
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 Tactile railway plat form edges
 SNCB-NMBS

Kilometers of tactile plat form edges in anthracite concrete contribute to give to this amazing railway 
station a touch of world class.

ANTWERP CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION (TGV)
ANTWERPEN (BE)
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 Street furniture (benches, planters, tree collars with spotlight, ...)
 Borders
 Steps
 Pavement from our par tner Klostermann
 Green pavement from our par tner Klostermann

Making public space more practical and beautiful

CHURCH SQUARE
DIEKIRCH (LU)
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If you want that your designs last, you can decide to add inser ts to your street furniture.

Here, we produced beautiful Hyjo benches on football theme, for Den Haag in the Netherlands, made 
with transparent resin inser ts and yellow colour.

See for yourself!
Graphic design: Kiona Egging.

NEW BENCHES WITH COLOURED INSERTS
DEN HAAG (NL)
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BENCHES AND ACCESS RAMP
BIERBEEK (BE)

Elegant Ambla benches, Fasonado large size casted slabs and steps have been produced for this new 
extension of the Bierbeek city hall building thus providing a better access to all.
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Several productions were made for the South Beacon area of Dublin: Entrance stairs for Imaginosity 
(Dublin Children’s Museum), benches, balconies and facade panels for buildings.BEACON SOUTH

DUBLIN (IRL)
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 In & Out circular bench designed by Lucile Soufflet
 Round 2 bench designed by Roel Vandebeek
 Retaining walls with texture

Landscape architecture for this nice promenade alongside scientific business park of Villeneuve d’Ascq.

PROMENADE STEPHANE HESSEL
VILLENEUVE D’ASCQ (FR)
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In the very center of the city of Ver tou, this very nice project links commerces, public ser vices (library in 
the former hospital of the city, parking, church, cemetery,...) and living areas.

Concrete steps, benches and planters are making of this meeting point between areas a very beautiful 
and inviting place.
Look at the detail of the bench with its inside par t making it hollow and possibly conver tible in the future 
for another use as planter, fountain or to access cables or machinery.

ÎLOT ANCIEN HÔPITAL VERTOU
VERTOU, NANTES (FR)
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For this lit tle park, we provided larges slabs, large benches and table and a special wheel in red 
concrete that makes this place a special one.GROENEWIJK

BRUGGE (BE)
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DESIGN: ABSCIS ARCHITECTS

Very nice white marble, white cement concrete panels with specific design have been produced by 
URBASTYLE for new KULAB in Brugge.
A very smart example of the use of concrete in a modern building.

KULAB
BRUGGE (BE)
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DESIGN: INESSA HANSCH

This site used to be a water reser ve for the famous gardens of Versailles. Damaged as water reser ves 
due to wars, they were lef t for several years until a project appeared.
We are happy to present the concrete benches for Versailles Etangs Gobert specially designed by 
Inessa Hansch.

ETANGS GOBERT
VERSAILLES (FR)
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 LEDline benches

LED benches from our production catalogue for the bus and railway station of St-Omer give a nice and 
atmosphere and reassuring light.

GARE TRAIN & BUS
SAINT-OMER (FR)
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 Retaining walls
 Steps
 Benches

SMALL PARK
TOURVILLE-LA-RIVIÈRE (FR)
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Stairs and benches were produced for the renovation of Tour & Taxis site in Brussels, place where 
people get together for meetings, major exhibitions, professional events or public festivals. 

It is a very nice reference on this very famous site in the capital of Europe.

TOUR & TAXIS
BRUSSELS (BE)
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For this iconic project highlighting the renewal of Brussels, we have produced large square slabs with 
luminescent pebbles that appear at dawn.
We produced benches with an anti-skate system we already used in Montpellier for Pierres Vives and we 
delivered also “Semi” bollards.

DOCKS BRUXSEL 
BRUSSELS (BE)
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DESIGN: L’ESCAUT ARCHITECTURE AND V+

 Bench galet
 Custom bench

A real morphosis for the Sambre docks in Charleroi. With appropriate street furniture, the space is now 
more welcoming when walking between city center and the railway station.

SAMBRE DOCKS
CHARLEROI (BE)
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DESIGN: ARCHITECT VK GROUP

 White concrete Bench/planters
 White concrete wall panels
 White window concrete frames

Nursing home

DE STEK
SIJSELE, DAMME (BE)
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 Sof t-seat (design by Roel Vandebeek)

The concrete bench Sof t-seat designed by Roel Vandebeek is installed in Place du nouveau théâtre of 
Saint-Nazaire.

PLACE DU THÉÂTRE
SAINT-NAZAIRE (FR)
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DESIGN: CREATION BY ARNE QUINZE

 Ar t for Public Spaces
 Temporary exhibition in Rouen, 2010

The famous wooden structures of Arne Quinze are supported by concrete bases produced by 
URBASTYLE

CAMILLE
ROUEN (FR)
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LED BENCHES IN THE CITY
DE HAAN (BE)

Cur ved LED benches in the city are astonishingly beautiful.
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A custom model of tile for the new link between University buildings of Gent.

HOVENIERSBERG (UNIVERSITY OF GENT)
GENT (BE)
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CRÉDIT AGRICOLE
ROUBAIX (FR)

 Lit ter bin Paperboat
 Bench Hyjo
 Retaining walls
 Steps in architectural concrete
 Custom benches
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Large customized concrete slabs have been produced including large rocks and small coloured stones 
to give this ef fect.PROMENADE PARIS-LA DÉFENSE

NANTERRE, PARIS (FR)
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These tactile slabs answering the highest requirement are equipped with LED lights.

GENT ST-PIETERS STATION
GENT (BE)
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These custom Z-benches are per fect for citizens, they are practical, well designed with wood seating 
and metal backrest.Custom Z-BENCH

HASSELT (BE)
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 Very high requirements

We had the pleasure to provide outdoor large slabs for the at traction “Stitch Live” at Parc Walt Disney 
Studio in Marne-la-Vallée (Paris).

PARC WALT DISNEY STUDIO PARIS
MARNE LA VALLÉE (FR)
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DESIGN: BURO II & ARCHI+I
We have produced, for high standing project “Zuidzicht” in Hasselt, slabs and plinths.ZUIDZICHT

HASSELT (BE)
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 Benches with skate stoppers

For the esplanade and surroundings of Zaha Hadid Pierre Vives building in Montpellier, URBASTYLE has 
been asked to produce benches with skate stoppers. The head of the bench has been designed also as 
a communication tool.

PIERRES VIVES
MONTPELLIER (FR)
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 Custom borders

Specific borders have been created for the Tram-Bus of Nancy. This special trolleybus is able to 
connect to a rail for very precise drive in specific areas. This allows to narrow the gaps, to avoid people 
to fall between the border and the bus, it enables also a quick entrance and exit of the passengers and 
easy access to wheelchairs.

TRAM-BUS BORDERS
NANCY (FR)
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MARKET SQUARE WITH FOUNTAINS
INGELMUNSTER (BE)

Large size casted slabs have been produced to create an easy path to the church and other ones are 
creating an enjoyable fountain.
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Beautiful LED lighted concrete water basins are providing a dramatic atmosphere to this furniture and 
interior shop.

We also produced large size slabs for the entrance.

TOP INTERIEUR SHOP
IZEGEM (BE)
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Concrete benches and stairs, as well as a few pavement for the stairs have been produced for the 
buildings ser ving the famous new Centre Pompidou Metz.
The passengers coming from the railway station and going to the center enjoy the promenade and can 
rest at any time on the benches.
The two staircases link the Avenue François Mit terrand to the park and promenade to access the center.

CENTRE POMPIDOU
METZ (FR)
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DESIGN: SNCF

 Tactile railway plat form edges
 Our production site is qualified by SNCF

PLATFORM EDGES
LA BASSÉE-VIOLAINES (FR)
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We are honored to have been chosen to produce the square around the tourism office of Knokke, the 
famous seaside city of Belgium.

A global project where we have provided everything, from the concrete pavement to the concrete 
fountain, walls, access ramp, stairs, coloured blocks, coloured slabs, borders, circular slabs with 
integrated lights, benches with wind protection glass, ...

LICHTTORENPLEIN
KNOKKE-HEIST (BE)



Photos Karolina Samborska
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We had the pleasure to deliver Fasonado Velvet large size casted concrete slabs for this beautiful 
project in Brussels. A very high quality urban, design and landscape architecture has been done to 
give a new life to this former bed of the Senne river linking Schaerbeek and Brussels with a lot of style, 
respect and spirit.

PARC DE LA SENNE - ZENNEPARK
BRUSSELS (BE)
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Generate a strong message with concrete! Plenty of sloped custom blocks are creating the phrase “Etre 
ensemble” or “To be together”. They are used as benches, places to play, to hide. Concrete inser ts are 
also hidden for an extra discovery.
Here with a micro-etched finish.

ETRE ENSEMBLE
SAINT-NICOLAS-LEZ-ARRAS (FR)
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DESIGN: ARCHITECT ROBBRECHT & DAEN / SUMPROJECT

 GLOBAL CONCEPT
 Benches
 Borders

Global concept: we provided everything, from the borders, floor tiles, coloured Rubens benches until 
the tiles of the small building wall.

RUBENSPLEIN
KNOKKE-HEIST (BE)

 Pavement
 Wall til ing
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Stairs and supporting walls have been produced to access to the banks of the river.

GERECHTSHOFBRUG
KORTRIJK (BE)
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These extra large precast pyramid elements have been moulded in our factory.

HOWEST
KORTRIJK (BE)
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We produced bus kerbs in anthracite concrete that ease the docking of buses and highlight the spirit of 
this seaside resor t of the French Riviera.BUS KERBS

ANTIBES (FR)
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DESIGN: ARTIST ANN LISLEGAARD, IN COLLABORATION WITH LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT SOPHIE SAHLQVIST

 Plaza
 Podiums
 Blocks

For the Kos Museum Plaza, big benches, tiles, steps, and ramps were produced. In total, 20 trailers, half 
of which in exceptional transport, were delivered in Denmark. The entrance stairs have a special system to 
defreeze ice and melt snow during negative temperatures. www.koes.dk

PLAZA OF KOS MUSEUM FOR URBAN ART
KØGE (DK)

 Large size slabs
 Stairs with frost free system
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Our par tner in Denmark, Zenzo has delivered the concrete pedestal for the Museum of Modern Ar t of 
Arken, next to Copenhagen. 

The statue, designed by the Danish/Norwegian duo of Elmgreen & Dragset, represents a boy of 4m on 
a rocking horse and was previously exhibited on Trafalgar square in London. Now the visitors of the 
museum will see it first when they arrive on the island. 

The pedestal is about 4,2 m long x 1,91 wide x 2,3m high and weighs 15,2 tons.

PEDESTAL FOR THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART
ARKEN (DK)

 Exceptional work
  www.arken.dk
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 Scada pavement

Interuniversity Micro-Electronics Center
IMEC per forms world-leading research in nanoelectronics.

IMEC
LEUVEN (BE)
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Fountain plaza and benches come enlighten the Grote Markt square in Lokeren.

GROTE MARKT
LOKEREN (BE)
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DESIGN: KAREN SCHOU ANDERSEN AND SUZANNE GRØNLUND

The Design Museum of Denmark is welcoming two new elements in its collection: the bench and bollard 
Roma.

ROMA AT DANISH DESIGN MUSEUM
COPENHAGEN (DK)
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UNIVERSITY MOLECULAR SYMBOLS
COPENHAGEN (DK)

Molecular formulas on a bench, like if students engraved them, slope to let water or snow slide and 
beautiful wooden benches make it an enjoyable place for students.
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The two elements of the table are very complex shapes to produce and manipulate, but we did it!

We also produced a large planter made with several benches.
HOEVEZAVEL II
LOMMEL (BE)
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 Concrete benches

Benches for visitors and benches for prisoners, two concrete approaches, one spirit. Tough time!
JAIL
MARCHE-EN-FAMENNE (BE)
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DESIGN: ARCHITECTE RESERVOIR A

 FEBE Elements Awards 2015 winner in “Precast in infrastructure” category!
 Large size slabs
 Extra long slabs up to 6 meters
 Black or white concrete

An incredible work for URBASTYLE with almost all the slabs dif ferent and of very long dimensions (up to 
6 meters) for the open-air swimming-pool of Lover val. It was a real challenge and the result is amazing!

OPEN AIR SWIMMING POOL
MARCINELLE - LOVERVAL - CHARLEROI (BE)
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 Custom
 Includes Wifi and electrical plugs to charge mobile devices

A special range of benches has been produced for Ruhr Park shopping center in  Bochum.

RUHR PARK SHOPPING CENTER
BOCHUM (DE)
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 Concrete bench/protection

These benches invite vehicles to slow down and protect kids or useful elements like light-poles.
BENCHES / PROTECTION
KAMMEN (DE)
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 Integrated LED

In this commercial area of Mechelen, LED integrated in the concrete edges at tract and give an elegant 
atmosphere with reflecting light at night.

BOTERMARKT
MECHELEN (BE)
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DESIGN: CCHE ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

 A big hear tbeat!

Some beautiful pebbles that create a beautiful universe, this set of benches, slabs, planters, even 
fountain is looking for new sites to live!
A hit that could quickly be a classic!

PARALLÈLE II
MONT-SUR-LAUSANNE (CH)
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We produced the special white walls that shape this new architecture.

DE FACTORIJ CULTURAL CENTER & LIBRARY
ZAVENTEM (BE)
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An inspiring design and a specially produced bench “circular” for this aromatic garden make of this 
place in Mechelen the spot to be!DODOENSTUIN

MECHELEN (BE)
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DESIGN: MS-A ARCHITECTES & PIERRE BLONDEL

Green Alley bench with face to face backrests. A modern, practical solution with its lightly inclinated 
seating to let rain go away.

PETITE SENNE
MOLENBEEK (BE)
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The park next to the St-Remy church has been rebuild completely with Klostermann VIASTON FINERRO 
pavement.ST-REMI PARK

MOLENBEEK ST-JEAN (BE)
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We produced milestones and large benches for several new cycling routes of West Flanders.

CYCLING ROUTES MILESTONES
WEST-VLAANDEREN (BE)
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VREDEGERECHT
WERVIK (BE)

Walls and steps provide new functionalities to this space around the cour t of justice.
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DESIGN: MATADOR ARCHITECTS

 Wallonia Architecture Grand Prix 2015 Laureate

URBASTYLE provided the balconies that you can see in white on the pictures.
Laureate in category “Collective Housing”
PS: “Laureate means first place for this competition”

CASERNE
MONS (BE)
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 Large, multiple and global project

This large plaza of Ostend facing the sea has been fully renovated.

New spaces, to walk, to sit, play, hide from wind and fountain slabs have been produced by URBASTYLE 
for this iconic site of the Belgian Queen of the beaches, Ostend.

ZEEHELDENPLEIN
OSTEND (BE)
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Memorial Garden at Memorial Museum 1917 - American Poppy of Passchendaele near Ieper.

For this bespoke project, we produced slabs in shape of each state of the USA and of each Province of 
Belgium. We also provided a circular bench/planter for the site. 

MEMORIAL GARDEN
ZONNEBEKE (BE)
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Design: Architectenbureau Jan Maenhout

Poperinge villages are highlighted by ar tistic center points and a key phrase bench with or without 
LED integration: Abele, Haringe, Krombeke, Proven, Reningelst, Roesbrugge, Sint-Jan-ter-Biezen, ‘t 
Vogeltje and Watou.

ARTISTIC CENTER POINTS
POPERINGE VILLAGES (BE)
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A large concrete planter and large fountain, both with LED lights enrich this brand new business park in 
the hear t of West Flanders.ACCENT BUSINESS PARK

ROESELARE (BE)
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We provided all the concrete flooring elements, benches, slabs, borders for Kuborn square, the meeting 
point of the new headquar ters of CMI company, the Administrative City and the transportation inter face 
of Seraing (Belgium).

KUBORN SQUARE
SERAING (BE)


